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Video Essentials I from NewBlue is a video processing plug-in for various video editing packages such as Sony Vegas
Pro, Adobe Premier Pro and Apple Final Cut Pro. A collection of specific tools are included to correct, control and

modify video data in order to make it look better. Introducing the NewBlue Video Essentials NewBlue Video
Essentials delivers a collection of plug-ins for the different video editing packages currently on the market. By using

the plug-ins, you will have the opportunity to correct video data in order to enhance the quality. Most of the pieces of
this collection can be added individually to your video editor or you can easily copy and paste them to your Final Cut
Pro or Premier Pro project. The NewBlue Video Essentials collection comprises the following modules: Pixelator: This
is an optional module for creating a black mask with rounded corners. It can be used to protect images, hand-drawn

logos or credit card numbers from unauthorized access. Covering and tampering protection: The Cover Mask and
Pixelator components can be used to protect areas of a video that may be considered as sensitive. For example,
businesses that incorporate special product promotions may wish to leave a black mask on a video but hide the
logos of the various items inside. Tint: This component allows adjusting the colour of the areas inside the black
mask. The tint can be tweaked manually or configured for automatic settings. Tuneup: As the name implies, the

Tuneup module optimizes the video for an easier viewing. It consists of several functions that can be used to
enhance the details, even in harsh contrast scenes. Adjust color: The Adjust Color module can be used to correct the
saturation and brightness of the video or to increase and decrease its gamma. Adjust contrast: The Adjust Contrast

function can be used to adjust the level of contrast in the video or to increase the gamma in a darker scene.
Brightness: The Brightness module can be used to make the video brighter or to decrease its brightness in a light

scene. Sharpen: The Sharpen module can be used to enhance the edges of the video in order to make them sharper.
Contrast: The Contrast can be used to increase or decrease the contrast in the video. This module can be used to

correct the brightness or make it darker in a light scene, or to change the saturation or brightness in a darker scene.
Tilt: The Tilt function can be used to correct the hue or saturation in the image. Preset
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It contains over 75 useful tools designed to help you edit your video. Improve it in real-time using 5 video editing
tools: 1. Adjust the colors of your video using the color adjustment window that works with all types of videos:

HD/SD. 2. Adjust the contrast of your video 3. Adjust the brightness of your video 4. Adjust the
brightness/contrast/saturation/gamma of your video 5. Add a soft focus effect to your video 6. Add a 3D effect to
your video 7. Blur the edges of your video 8. Extract color from any part of your video 9. Reverse the video 10.

Transform your video in a circle, rectangle, square 11. Transform a portion of your video into a new aspect ratio 12.
Transform a part of your video into an image 13. Insert a video from your PC into the end of your video 14. Append a
file into another file 15. Cut the video, replace it with another one 16. Copy a video from one file to another 17. Copy
a video from one PC to another 18. Copy a video from one location to another 19. Cut a video from one file into two
files 20. Cut a video into several files 21. Combine/Split files 22. Combine multiple files into one file 23. Create a new
video file 24. Create a new video file with all metadata 25. Create a new video file from a specific directory/location

26. Create a new video from a video 27. Create a new video from a video file 28. Extract images from a video file 29.
Extract multiple images from a video file 30. Extract all images from a video file 31. Extract audio from a video file
32. Extract audio from multiple video files 33. Extract video from a video file 34. Extract video from multiple video
files 35. Insert/replace a video from your PC into the end of your video 36. Insert/replace a video from another PC

into the end of your video 37. Insert a video from your PC into the middle of your video 38. Insert a video from
another PC into the middle of your video 39. Insert a video from your PC into the start of your video 40. Insert a

video from another PC into the start of your video 41. Insert a video from your PC into the middle of your video and
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NewBlue Video Essentials can help you enhance your videos in an efficient way. Through its feature-rich modules
you can enjoy power options for video effects, captions, filters, transitions, menus, text overlays, masks, audio
effects, presets, transitions, text overlays, masks, and video effects in a single application. Further, you can enjoy a
variety of text, borders, overlays and effects, captions, titles, credits, transitions, masks, skins and more. Video
Essentials I from NewBlue will help you enhance your video clips and images more efficiently through a feature-rich
collection of easy to use tools. You can customize video effects, captions, filters, transitions, masks, and presets to
create videos, slideshows and presentations that looks pro. Video effects include; brightness, contrast, sharpness,
exposure, gamma, saturation, histogram, black levels, white levels, sharpness, brightness, haze, color, hue, and tint.
Likewise, you can apply texture, color grading, de-saturation, gaussian blur, sharpen, saturate, vignette, smooth out
color, pixelate, pixel blur, reduce noise, soft focus, and clear. Moreover, video effects also include text, mask, and
transition. Moreover, film effects features color, exposure, brightness, gamma, contrast, and black and white.
Likewise, has motion clip, scale, zoom, and tilt. VideoEssentials I provides you with 16 modules; 10 Video Effects, 6
Video Edits, 4 Video Transitions, 2 Text, 2 Titles, and 2 Coverings. 10 Video Effects includes; Brightness, Exposure,
Gamma, Contrast, Black Levels, White Levels, Color, Haze, Sharpness, Tint, and Color Grade. Likewise, there is also a
50 slider gray histogram. 7 Video Transitions includes; Cross screen, Dissolve, Fade, Flicker, Overlay, and Color. Also,
there is a 5 panorama and digital keyhole. 2 Text includes; Cover, Mask, Overlay, Text Effects, and Text. Likewise,
there is a Smart Tool, Overlay Effect, Overlay Mask, Object Fix, Object Color Fix, and so on. Additionally, you can
personalize your footage with a variety of customizable coverings; Face, License Plate, License Plate+Face, and
Sliding Overlays. And as a bonus, it also includes 5 presets. Overall, it is easy to use, free

What's New In?

Video Essentials I from NewBlue is a plug-in for various video editing packages that delivers components for easy
improvement or modification of the video data. The collection includes modules for adjusting different parameters
generally in order to increase the quality of the result. Quick and simple installation The installation process allows
installing the components either individually or all of them for a specific video editor that should be present on the
system. For testing purposes, we chose the Sony Vegas Pro package. Making adjustments Video Essentials I
comprises options for correcting the color in the video by tweaking the saturation, gamma or brightness levels. On
the same note, the Tuneup section includes options for adjusting the contrast and hue. Additional components allow
the application of a soft focus that tones down the edges. Bu contrast, there is the possibility to sharpen the image in
order to enhance overall definition of the elements. Furthermore, lights and color can be changed through the Tint
module while borders can be easily cropped in order to crop new aspect ratios. Covering specific parts of the video
can be done using the Pixelator component. It is useful for obfuscating faces or license plates so that anonymity is
preserved. All the modules bring to the table a list of presets that allow quick customization of the file according to
specific values. Conclusion Video Essentials I comprises a nice suite of modules, each designed for a specific task. It
offers the chance to tweak the preset values and save them into a new profile that can be used at a later time. 26
Jun 2011 16:23:13 +0000A plug-in developed by NewBlue for Sony Vegas Pro.Comfortable resolution changeHi
there! Just some words on the resolution change in this release. I thought it might be nice to be able to change the
resolution without going into the PP each time.The way it is implemented is a script that runs at the end
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7 or newer • OpenGL 2.0 compatible video driver • A multi-core CPU • Minimum of 2 GB of RAM 
Additional Notes: • The map data is saved in a way that can easily be re-downloaded to a different PC, so if you find
yourself needing to download the map data again, you only need to download the map. • The map was coded so
that your FPS never dips below 30FPS while playing. The game is built to run well on most computers
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